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Introduction

Mana Rumble is a two player local adversarial game where players compete against each other

in a handball-like sports game using two teams of three. One character in each team is

controlled by a corresponding player which they use to try to score a goal against the opposing

team. Each team consists of characters, who possess unique abilities which add depth to the

sports game genre which we have not seen before in a new and exciting package.

Work Plan

The expectations are what we wrote at the beginning of the semester to reflect what we

expected to be doing during the month. We then go through the month and write out what

actually managed to be accomplished during the month, which may not completely reflect the

expectations

Month 1 (31.01 - 27.02)

Prototype of movement and shooting

Create arena

Set a scoring + timer system

Prototype of character with special moves

2-player

Expectations

During the first month, we want to set up a basic field which constrains the player and the ball,

with a goal the player can shoot the ball into to score points. We also want to set up a character

movement system which enables the player to move on the ground within the arena, as well as

shoot a ball they have picked up. Furthermore, we would also like to create our first ‘class’

character for the player to play as, with a special move they can activate, as well as try to

implement a system which allows 2 players to play against each other.
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Progress for the Month

We managed to implement most of what we set out to do, however we underestimated the

workload on some of the features as well as the time we would have to work on the project,

and failed to implement a 2 player system within the month.

Month 2 (28.02 - 27.03)

Collision with other characters

Design and implement a main menu

Workshop more characters

Player testing, bug testing (recurring)

2-player

Expectations

For the second month, we want to finally add a 2 player system along with adding more class

characters with unique abilities. Additionally, we want to add a main menu that the player sees

when booting up the game. During this month we are hoping to finally launch the game on

itch.io as a downloadable to allow other people to test the game.

Progress for the Month

During this month we have managed to implement a system where the player can plug in a

controller and control the character as well as redistribute the AI characters along the field.

Unfortunately we weren’t able to achieve as much as we wanted to this month due to an

unexpected amount of workload in other courses as well as complexities in two player

functionality, specifically decoupling the controllers when two were connected.

Month 3 (28.03 - 24.04)

2-player

Launch on itch.io (privately)

Design and implement a main menu
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Adding juice

Finishing up the art style

Balancing

Player testing, bug testing (recurring)

Expectations

Month 3 will be the month we start working on the game full time. During this month we will be

implementing the functionality which will turn the game from a game project to an actual fun

game which users can play. We are also hoping to be able to write a bit of world building to get

the player more immersed during gameplay.

Progress for the Month

We were a bit delayed in regards to player testing, so when we did do it, it was our initial

controls test. This meant we did not have the game in a state where we could test for balance,

which turned our main goal to seeing if the testers enjoyed the controls. We also asked about

the play area and character ideas, and managed to draw some inspiration from their ideas and

implemented some of their proposed changes. We were also behind on the art, and therefore

the menus and “juice”.

Final Month (25.04 - 13.05 (noon))

Adding juice

Finishing up the art style

Polishing animations

Balancing

Player testing, bug testing (recurring)

Bug fixing
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Expectations

This month will be used to put the finishing touches on the game, we don’t expect to be doing

much programming regarding the functionality or making any large changes to the gameplay.

Progress for the Month

We are very happy with the amount of progress we managed to achieve during this month. We

finalized the art style and implemented it on each character, with the appropriate animations.

We also continued our testing which resulted in us slowing down all characters to allow the

players more time to plan and react to the current game state. We also added indicators above

the cooldown icons to show what character is currently being controlled, as well as what

buttons to press to take control over the other two characters on their team. We implemented a

main menu, a game over screen, in addition to a pause screen. We did minor reworks to both

the water mage ability and the pyromancer’s fireball to make them both more useful during

gameplay as well as to increase ease of use.

When scoring there is now a visual effect to increase the impact of scoring a goal. We

improved the UI design for a more clear understanding of the current game state. We also

added an audience which cheers for the team they root for depending on the ball’s position on

the field. We added a visual effect that indicates why the ball is being held inside the arena

itself, as well as more clear indicators as to who is currently holding the ball.

During this month the AI scripting also received a major overhaul to more closely

resemble the way the player moves so as to not confuse the player as to why they move

differently when not being controlled.

Risk Analysis

No. Risk Description Probability

(1 - 10)

Impact

(1 - 10)

Risk

Factor

Response
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1 Projects from other

courses take more time

than expected

6 6 36 Find extra time to

make up for the

lost scheduled

project hours

2 A badly implemented

feature

4 4 16 Thoroughly review

each new feature

before approving,

to minimize the risk

of badly

implemented

features.

3 Any team member could

fall sick, leading to them

not being able to work

on their part.

5 3 15 Tell others you

won’t working, and

try to make up the

work after recovery

4 Team members may go

missing, and are not

answering messages or

attempts to contact

them.

2 6 12 Have the code well

documented as

well as have

everyone informed

on exactly what

you’re doing in the

event you go

missing so we can

redistribute your

workload
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5 We underestimate the

time it  takes to

undertake something of

this scope, and we fall

behind on time.

3 3 9 Make sure to

update the work

plan document

according to

current events and

adapt accordingly

6 There are things that

could happen in each of

our lives which would

need to take precedence

over the project.

3 3 9 Let others know, as

long as it isn’t too

personal, and try to

make up for the

time that was lost

in dealing with the

event.

7 A member decides to

resign from the project

1 4 4 Find what that

team member was

working on, and

split that work

throughout the

team so that it gets

finished.

8 A feature is too

complicated/extensive

to be implemented.

3 1 3 Ask others for help,

if feature can not

be implemented

for any reason,

remove if not

necessary to play

the game
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9 Github goes down 1 3 3 Make sure to keep

an up to date local

copy of the project.

Possibly move to

GitLab or other

version control

systems.

Design

Code Conventions

Variables

Variable names shall be formatted as snake_case.

Functions

Function names shall be formatted as PascalCase.

Classes

Class names shall be formatted as PascalCase.

Unity

Always work in a scene no one else is working in or make a copy and work in said copy!

Other

Always comment your code!
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Game Design

We want our final product to be a fun and exciting game for the player on either side of

the field, with the chance for a comeback to be in the grasp of either player throughout the

whole game.

Art Design

Our main art style includes a cartoon-like set of imaginative characters, each with their

own unique look and personality.

We also want to put an emphasis on expressive and cartoony animations and art to

really sell the fun and energetic, yet casual atmosphere we want to express to the players.

Code Structure

The code structure for each class is inheriting functionality from a base player class, and

they then alter a given ability function to allow for easy creation of new and unique classes for

the players to choose from.

User Testing

User Testing will be conducted online mostly, since it is easiest to reach more people

through online means rather than ask them to meet us somewhere. While users test, a team

member will be watching their screen to see what they’re having issues with or what is unclear

as well as asking the user to think out loud while they’re playing. After the user has tested for

what the team member determines is an adequate amount, they will ask some questions about

how the user felt about playing the game and if they have any specific questions or concerns

that didn’t come up during the playtest.

Progress Summary

There is a 2 week discrepancy here, where we were waiting on confirmation on whether we

were allowed to do this as our final project.
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Week 1

We started by deciding on a game we would all be happy with, and we ended up

deciding to create a game inspired by handball with fantasy characters instead of regular human

handball players.

Week 2

We came together and made a rudimentary design plan, which decided the field design,

what sport to adapt to our fantasy setting, and how the player would view the field.

Week 3

We then started actually programming and setting up our environment, this included

tweaking the camera position above the field, making a movement system for the player, as well

as implementing the first iteration of a throwing mechanic and a goal scoring system. We also

created a few iterations of the field in that week.

Week 4

Then we iterated on the throwing mechanic, and merged everything into the main

branch on github so everyone was working on the same base. The same week, we decided on

our next steps. We brainstormed classes and chose the most appropriate to implement as a first

character.

Week 5

After we chose the class we wanted to work on, the class was implemented, we

refactored our code to work with inheritance, the AI was developed along with the camera

system, and we started working on other mechanics. We could also start researching character

styles and initiate design of our first class.
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Week 6

Week 6 was mostly used to prepare for the first status meeting, and we did not have

much time to work on the project during this week since we also needed to attend other classes

and work on other projects.

Week 7

This week, we reconfigured the input system to work with controllers. This took a while

since we had to almost completely change how the player responded to inputs. We also

reworked one of the AI players to work as a goalkeeper.

Week 8

This week, we discovered that while reworking the input system to work with

controllers, we broke the keyboard functionality. This meant we had to fix that which included

changing the keyboard inputs to be much more like the controller inputs. We also attempted to

add a player 2 to the mix, but for some reason when we got two controllers connected we were

unable to decouple the characters from each other, both controllers moved both characters.

Week 9

This week was devoted to getting ready for the week’s status meeting, starting with

updating this document and then making a presentation for said meeting.

Week 10

This week was spent working on final projects in other courses, so we could not find

time to work on this one properly.

Week 11

This week we imported and set up rewired to be able to test the 2-player functionality

later. We also reflected on the meeting in the previous week, and thought how we could
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address what was pointed out to us. We also set the barebones of the water mage. And did

pyromancer model

Week 12

This week we started proper work on the water mage, We also reworked the grab

mechanic, and we added the pyromancer animations. Changed the layout of the characters on

the field and changed A.I. behavior to be like a goalkeeper as well as some other changes to

them as a whole.

Week 13

This week we made some changes to the user interface, as well as some general bug

fixing. As well as making some changes to the arena and starting to model the new arena. And

started work on the Mesmer. We also started work on a character that was then scrapped.

Week 14

This week we completed the new arena, and we worked on the A.I so that it has set play

fields in which it stays, unless certain conditions are met. We were also working on intentionally

swapping between the A.I and controlled character along with ironing out bugs which came

from that. And added all the characters into a single scene. And finished the mesmer.

Week 15

This week we added an audience that jumps around depending on where the ball

currently is, we also set the arena to be ready for testing. We made it so the game field resets

on a goal. And some visual clarity to what is going on, such as making it more apparent who is

currently holding the ball, a visual effect when the ball collides with the barrier around the field.

We did some minor changes to the water mage. And conducted a player test.
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Feature Breakdown

In this section we will write out thorough breakdowns on our most prideful features

which were implemented into the game, as well as the three classes we were able to implement

and balance thoroughly.

AI Team Members

As stated before, there are two AI characters in each team at any given time, they are

designed to help the player, but not play for them. Each AI has a certain set of conditions that, if

met, they go chase the ball, but this only applies to the attacker and defender of each team.

They start chasing the ball if they are closer to the ball than the player controlled character or if

the player controlled character is standing still. When they are not chasing the ball they default

back to their starting positions. The goalie has different behaviors, they follow the ball when it

moves on the perpendicular axis to the goal up to a certain distance from the goal. When the

goalie is outside the goal they will return to their starting position.

Player Switching

Players can switch out which character they control while their team is not holding the

ball. The order that players switch in and out of characters is in a predetermined order based on

each team. Whenever the player switches what character they are controlling, an AI takes over

the character that was previously being controlled.

Classes

Pyromancer

Creates a fireball at their location which shoots out in the direction they’re aiming in. For

its duration its movement can be slightly controlled. It can be prematurely exploded by

activating the ability again. In the event the ball collides with the explosion, it gets thrown away

in the opposite direction of its epicenter. This also disarms other characters of the ball should

they be caught in the explosion.
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Water Mage

Releases a torrent of water continuously in the direction they’re aiming in, which is able

to be changed during the duration. If the ball touches the water stream it gets thrown along

with the current. Whilst shooting this stream, the player is slowed, and the stream can be

stopped by activating the ability again.

Mesmer

They throw an orb of confusion at the enemy in the direction being aimed in whenever

the ability button is pressed and it is not on cooldown, it has a short range. On hitting an enemy

with the orb, you confuse them, resulting in them walking and aiming in opposite directions to

what they’re inputting.

User Testing

Methods

We had the players play the game without much knowledge of it, to see if the controls

were intuitive, and they were for the most part, though some help was required. We had them

talk aloud whilst playing to see their thoughts. After the playtest was over we asked them some

questions we had ready before the test that we felt were pertinent to our current goals.

Changes After Testing

From our tests we were kind of surprised to see how uniform our input was, for the most part,

everyone had the same things to say as to what they wanted to see changed. The biggest

problem we had when we went from our one versus one test to our three on three was that the

field was both too small, and the characters were moving too fast. Among the issues was also

the fact that the testers didn’t like the look of our play area, so we fixed both the play area size

and the look issue by creating a new arena to be our play area. We also slowed the characters

down, and added longer cooldowns. An issue some were having was the difficulty of using

some of our abilities so for every test we’ve been trying to simplify and streamline the

activation and piloting of the abilities of most of the characters. We also noticed that some
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players were both getting confused and felt that the AI was better than them, which resulted in

us removing its ability to steal the ball and instead only following the player who holds it, and

the act of stealing the ball is left to the player instead.

Hours Worked

Magnús

Total hours to have worked: ~240

Richard

Total hours to have worked: ~240

Vianey

Total hours to have worked: ~240

Yngvi

Total hours to have worked: ~240

Group

Total hours to have worked: ~960

Before the semester officially started, we needed to decide on our own what our final project

would be, since we were doing this independent of any other company. We estimate the

additional time worked at around 16 hours per person, which would increase the total hours

worked to ~1024, as these are estimates they may not be entirely accurate.
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Final Words

We are very satisfied with the game we have been able to make together during these 15

weeks. The progress we made, especially in the final few weeks, is something we’re very proud

of. We worked well as a team and persevered together through it all. Most importantly, we

made a game that is both unique and fun to play, beyond just our goal of a final project.

We recognize that our capacity for ideation was always greater than our time constraints

allowed for, and with more time we could have brainstormed and tested more characters.

However, focusing on having three cohesive core characters was more important to the

enjoyment and development of the game, rather than having more characters that weren’t as

well implemented and not well balanced. Ultimately, adding more characters is something we

can implement in the future if we choose.

We hope that those who try the game will enjoy it as much as we enjoyed making it. It is now

available here on itch.io.

GAME OVER - THANK YOU FOR PLAYING
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